Until recently the visual culture of Atlantic slavery has rarely been critically scrutinised. 1 Yet in the decades around the turn of the nineteenth century, slavery was frequently represented by European travelling artists, often in the most graphic, sometimes voyeuristic, detail. This paper examines the work of several itinerant artists, in particular Augustus Earle (1793 Earle ( -1838 and to a lesser extent Agostino Brunias (1730-1796), whose very mobility along the edges of empire was part of a much larger circulatory system of exchange (people, goods and ideas) and diplomacy that characterised Europe's Age of Expansion. It focuses on the role of the itinerant artist-and visual culture more generally-in the development of British abolitionism between 1770 and 1830, noting the shifts in popular attitudes towards slavery over the period. It will discuss the broad circulation of slave imagery within European culture and argue for greater recognition of the role of such imagery in the abolitionist debates that divided Britain. Furthermore, it will suggest that the epistemological authority conferred on the travelling artist-the quintessential eyewitness-was key to the rhetorical power of his (rarely her) images.
My concern is not with the plethora of often unattributed printed images-ranging from the small and crude to the more elaborate-which accompanied abolitionist literature, and have been examined by John Oldfield and more recently Marcus Wood. 2 Nor is it the body of work by British artists, including satirical prints, which represented New World slavery from afar. Rather, my interest is in those artists working -on the spot‖ whose paintings and prints ostensibly had a -higher‖ purpose-namely the edification of the educated classes-a factor which tends to obscure our ability to recognise visual expression -as an agent of ideological practice‖, as the late art historian Albert Boime wrote. 3 The images discussed here were not operating strictly within a scientific paradigm of detached objectivity. Rather they were, in literary scholar Stephen This essay will concur with Greenblatt's assertion, and suggest that despite the attempts of travelling artists to promote the reliability of their images, that such works should nonetheless be treated with caution.
The travelling artist
Artists who wished to travel had once been largely associated with scientific and exploratory expeditions, and their engraved plates in atlases and other descriptive travel books thus tended to follow the conventions of natural history art. Such artists included John White By the beginning of the nineteenth century however, the market for empirical knowledge of the New World was expanding well beyond the exclusive preserve of the scientific community; a growing middle class with increased time for leisure was eager for words
and pictures recorded by -on the spot‖ witnesses. 6 The rise of books of voyages and travels mirrored the expansion of European commercial and colonial interests. 7 illustrated.
Yet by the 1820s independent travelling artists had a broader field of vision which was governed less by the dictates of science; they tended to look across and through rather than down, at groups of people and / or landscapes, rather than focussing on individual -specimens‖. While scientific illustration continued to impact their work, most independent artists aimed first to make good pictures according to a variety of European aesthetic conventions, and then to capture something distinctive about the people and places they visited. However, romantic aesthetic conventions-notably those of the sublime and the picturesque-did not confer the same sense of epistemological authority as those of science. Humboldt's artist contemporaries, and those who travelled in his wake, were far less confident in the received authority of their images, and continued to employ strategies that promoted their work's unmediated access to a higher truth.
For an artist there were equivalent yet culturally specific means of scoring his or her text with what Michel de Certeau has referred to as -utterance markings‖--I saw‖, -I heard‖, -I was there‖. 12 While the convention of inscribing the words -d'apres nature‖ (or English derivatives thereof) below the image, increasingly deployed in printmaking and sketching by the late eighteenth century, denoted merely that the subject was observed from nature (and may thus have been executed in a studio), it was the inscription -on the spot‖ that more accurately represented the activities of the travelling artist. 13 The term was frequently inscribed by artists directly onto their sketches (and 6 repeated in printed form), and also used more generally as a descriptive term to emphasise that the work was created in front of its subject rather than in the artist's studio. Colonial expansion in the eighteenth century was accompanied by the development of topographical art, a tradition with which both inscriptions--d'apres nature‖ and -on the spot‖-are linked; at its heart it relied on the artist's ability to travel.
A second key means for a travelling artist to affirm his authority as an eyewitness was to represent himself as a subject within the composition. The self portrait of the artist within a scene is a relatively common feature of travel art of the period. Often in the process of sketching or simply looking, sometimes the travelling artist represented himself as a sentient subject, reacting with wonder at the splendid tropical scenery laid out before him (see Fig. 1 ), <insert figure 1> or even in horror at the barbarous treatment of a slave (see Fig. 7 , page XXX). This method of emphasising the essential subjectivity of the travelling eyewitness-the visual equivalent of an anecdotal personal narrative-seems on one level to contradict that same artist's desire to present an objective representation of observed facts, a device which -anxiously sought ‗to obscure the production of those representations'‖. 14 Nonetheless both approaches were ultimately means of privileging testimony, and for the travelling artist and his audience epistemological authority was crucial, never more so than when the subject, slavery, was so fiercely contested. We had hardly gone fifty paces into Recife [capital of Pernambuco] when we were absolutely sickened by the first 7 sight of a slave market. It was the first time either the boys or I had been in a slave-country; and however strong and poignant the feelings may be at home, when imagination pictures slavery, they are nothing compared to the staggering sight of a slave-market. The sight sent us home to the ship with the heart ache: and resolution, -not loud but deep‖, that nothing in our power should be considered too little, or too great, that can tend to abolish or to alleviate slavery.
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European artists in Brazil were particularly drawn to images of the atrocities committed against the enslaved. Yet it is dangerous to assume that all images which represented the brutality of slavery were necessarily abolitionist in spirit. After all, the man whose graphic images came to epitomise all that was morally repugnant about slavery, Gabriel
Stedman (1744-1797), was no abolitionist. 17 Nonetheless his drawings of slaves hung on gallows and flayed, made famous in the subsequent engravings by William Blake (and commonly reproduced today), came to be considered synonymous with the abolitionist cause. Ironically, images on both sides of the ideological divide can sometimes look remarkably similar on first inspection. Artists' efforts to convince their audiences of the reliability of their eyewitness accounts involved the careful veiling of political views. Yet such views can be discerned on closer scrutiny, both in the images themselves and also buried within the context of their production and reception. Augustus Earle's first-hand account of slavery in Rio de Janeiro in the 1820s contained vital clues designed to provide guidance to his British audience as to how they could-or indeed shouldrespond to one of the greatest moral issues of the day, slavery.
Encountering the Cariocan slave 8
At the beginning of the nineteenth century Rio de Janeiro contained the largest urban slave population in the Americas. Slaves of African birth or descent dominated the city more than at any other time in its history and were a ubiquitous and highly visible aspect of Cariocan life, performing a wide diversity of jobs and engaging in a broad range of social and religious activities. 18 By 1821 Rio was home to some 36,000 slaves, a figure which had more than doubled since the arrival of the royal court from Lisbon in 1808, when the city had begun its dramatic transformation from a colonial town to a grand imperial city, the centre of the Portuguese empire. 19 With its cultural aspirations directed firmly towards Europe, particularly France, a lavish building program was initiated, and after several years the city could boast a royal library and museum, a public archive, an institute for the preservation of Brazilian and natural history, theatres, a botanical garden and a royal press. The crown's establishment in 1815
of an Imperial Academy of Fine Arts aimed to provide Brazil with: -great aesthetic assistance in order to take advantage of [its] resources, whose value and preciousness could come to make Brazil the richest and most opulent of Kingdoms‖. 20 Many European artists were drawn to the city not only to take up posts in its cultural institutions, but also for its potential for royal and aristocratic patronage.
As soon as they neared Rio's spectacular port, European travellers were confronted by the sight of slave ships, and once ashore they were surrounded by blacks, sometimes with filed teeth or cicatrized faces or bodies, chain gangs in hard labour, outdoor slave markets and captured fugitives being publicly flogged. For most artists and writers, arriving in Brazil was their first direct encounter with slavery. Earle lived in Rio de Janeiro through one of its most dramatic transformations-from capital of a European empire to that of a newly independent nation. Like Debret, he painted the grand coronation of the prince regent Dom Pedro in 1822, and for another two years he continued to paint some of the city's elite. Yet he was also drawn towards recording the daily life of the underclass. Earle's sympathy for the plight of the dispossessed-which manifested subsequently too in his sympathetic portrayal of the Aborigines in New South Wales-was in part a pecuniary response to the demands of the market. The era saw a proliferation of illustrated travel books which was facilitated both by the development of lithography as well as the expansion of the leisured middle class.
By the 1830s images of slave life in Rio (many of them drawn in the previous decade)
would find broad circulation in the lavish books of -picturesque‖ travel by artists such as Rugendas and Debret, and Earle most likely had similar ambitions.
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Britain had a strong history of trade relations with Brazil, but by the 1820s Britain's economic authority was under threat. By 1823 an organised emancipation movement was underway in Britain, and although its focus was West Indian slavery, the debates and discussions were equally applicable (and indeed more pressing) in Brazil, where the slave trade continued to operate legally for almost another decade (and illegally into the 1850s). 27 Earle's printed and painted images of slaves from the early 1820s functioned as a type of slave-trade diplomacy, in the sense that they were shown in the public domain and designed, as we shall see, for political effect. Britain's continued interests in Brazil's slave trade helped to create and sustain a local British market for words and images which addressed the subject. 
Music and dance
The slave dance is one of the most common tropes in the iconography of slavery Earle's images of slaves often carry small reminders of slavery's coercive underpinnings.
Yet perhaps even more significant for my purposes is their tendency to include a large amount of apparently random detail designed to convince his viewers that he was working -on the spot‖. In Negro fandango, his attempts to assert authority as an eyewitness are strengthened by the inclusion of a figure (to the left, carrying a large jar on his head) who waves directly at the viewer (Earle), inevitably drawing the observer into the scene and thereby collapsing the division between subject and object. This encounter then, between the artist-as-witness and his colonised subject, was carefully and deliberately recorded; Earle wanted us to know that he too was at the party, tapping his feet and participating in the festivities. French colonies, where he was to produce paintings that would encourage settlement. 34 The oeuvres of both Earle and Brunias incorporate images of slaves dancing, singing, stick cudgelling and marketing, yet subtle differences between each body of work accounts for their deployment on either side of the slavery debate.
A comparison between Brunias's aquatint Negroes dance in the island of Dominica
(1779) (see Fig. 3 ) <insert figure 3> and Earle's Negro fandango scene illustrates how works which appear so similar could have had such divergent ideological purposes.
There are obvious parallels between the two images. The subject of course: African diasporic musical cultures as they were manifest in the Caribbean and Brazil; the Graham. 37 Graham was one of the most significant travel writers of the early nineteenth century, and was acquainted with Earle when they were both living in Rio. 38 The print is a close copy of the artist's watercolour, The Slave Market at Rio (1823) (see Fig. 4 and Frenchman François Auguste Biard (1799 or 1798-1882) that appeared at the Royal Academy in 1840, years after the passage of the Slavery Abolition Act. 43 That he arranged to send Gate of Pernambuco over 5,000 miles across the Atlantic for it to be viewed not only by London's cultural elite, but more importantly by a large and diverse exhibition audience, says much about its personal and political significance to the artist.
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Painting the artist into the picture
There is one image in which Earle unambiguously expresses his view that slavery was unacceptable, and he goes so far as to encourage his viewers to think likewise. He does this by painting himself into the picture as a morally aware and responsive subject.
Punishing negroes at Cathabouco [sic]
, Rio de Janeiro (c1822) (see Fig. 6 ) <insert figure 6> shows a courtyard within one of Rio's most notorious prisons, Calabouço, where a naked slave is tied to a pelourinho (whipping post) and is being struck by a fellow black, surrounded by an assortment of onlookers. The prison was devoted to the incarceration of slaves. By 1825 most were fugitives who had been captured by the city's slave hunters and were awaiting their owners' to claim them; others were sent there specifically to be whipped, usually for running away or more trifling offenses. Slave owners paid for the punishment per 100 lashes. Prisoners were riddled with disease, and even supporters of slavery regarded it as a den for wild animals rather than as a place for human beings. 45 The wounds from whipping were often infested by parasites and infections of all kinds; not surprisingly, the mortality rate was high. Academy was deeply politicized by the latter decades of the eighteenth century. 53 Earle's resolve to paint a very modern subject depicting what he regarded as the brutal reality of a slave economy, and to send it across the Atlantic for display at London's Royal Academy, suggests a bold determination to promote his anti-slavery views.
It is important to note here the significant shifts of public opinion in Britain between the late decades of the eighteenth century, leading up to the abolition of the slave trade 
